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23
We studied 34 global reservoirs for which good quality surface elevation data could be 24 obtained from a combination of five satellite altimeters for the period from 1992 to 2010.
25
For each of these reservoirs, we used an unsupervised classification approach using the 
35
The storage estimates were highly correlated with observations (0.92 to 0.99), with 36 values for the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) ranging from 3% to 15%.
37
The storage mean absolute error (expressed as a percentage of reservoir capacity) for the 38 reservoirs in this study was 4% The multidecadal reconstructed reservoir storage to the land hydrologic cycle, which are not well represented in current earth system models.
57
Modeling approaches have been used to simulate reservoir storage in lieu of direct reservoirs which are also included in the other two data sets).
140
In addition to the reservoirs included in these existing data sets, we retrieved water included all the cells that had a value larger than 10% (considered 'water') in the frequency map
183
(with a total area of 946 km 2 as compared to 996 km 2 at capacity). This process constituted a first 184 pass. A second pass expanded the mask to include a ring area, which covered any 'non-water'
185
area that fell within a 21×21 (cell) moving box centered on each water cell (from the first pass).
186
With an area of 3327 km 2 , the resulting mask was large enough that it included the reservoir 187 regardless of its level. Figure 2 shows the delineated mask with the percentiles for the water 188 class depicted.
189
Next, a water classification was performed using the K-means clustering algorithm to 
222
GRanD is based on multiple sources, including a variety of regional and national inventories and 
Results
255
Evaluation for U.S. reservoirs
256
We performed error analyses on the satellite-based estimates using in situ observations dense speckles are further smoothed out using the majority filter, the water area is overestimated.
279
Among the three Missouri reservoirs, Lake Oahe has the largest shoreline-to-sqrt(area) ratio (94, 48, and 37 for Oahe, Fortpeck, and Sakakawea respectively), which leads to some degree of 281 overestimation even when the reservoir is relatively full. As a result, the elevation is biased high 282 when it is inferred from the MODIS area. The error is further compounded in the storage results
283
when only MODIS observations are available. 
Global data set
285
As described in Section 2, after the elevation-surface area relationships for each of the 34 286 reservoirs were developed, they were used to estimate time series of reservoir storage. The between altimetry water elevation and MODIS surface area exceeded 0.5. We further discuss 299 how these factors influence the correlations and ultimately the estimated storages in Section 4.
300
The elevation-area relationship is also used to derive two companion products: the inferred 301 surface area and inferred water elevations where direct observations were unavailable.
302
We selected a few reservoirs from each continent to explore the hydrological implications 303 of this global dataset. Lake Tharthar, the largest lake in Iraq, is the first example. Lake Mead, which results in Lake Powell filling first during the recovery of the system. cases does not appear to be a major contributor to the error (see Section 3.1).
377
16 4) Errors in the reported reservoir configurations. According to Equation1, the estimated storage 378 will be biased if the characteristics at capacity (storage, area, and elevation) are not accurate.
379
Even when correctly documented, the storage capacity might have changed due to sedimentation 380 over time. Nonetheless, the storage variation is free of this potential error source, since it is 381 solely a function of remote sensing based elevation and area at different time steps (the constants 382 at capacity will be cancelled out when storage change is calculated). Eq. 4 shows the storage error as a function of surface area and its error.
As described above, errors were provided for the elevation, area, and storage at each decreases. For all of the reservoirs larger than 40 km 3 , the mean absolute errors are less than 3%.
401
The reservoir with the worst performance is Lake Oahe (13.0%), which results from 1) The MODIS-based water classification approach generally works for these large reservoirs.
435
In spite of its relatively coarse spatial resolution, the daily coverage of MODIS is a manifest 2) The storage estimates were highly correlated with observations (0.92 to 0. relative to sea surface level (which are much larger than the actual reservoir depth). 
